Building on a History of Success

Future Plans

- Invest in building sustainable aviation fuel markets to take advantage of the doubling of air travel by 2050
- Expand trade to new international markets by removing trade barriers and showcasing the quality of US corn
- Defend against increasing attacks on crop protection chemistries and technologies
- Educate lawmakers and the public about the carbon sequestration and sustainability gains of Michigan corn farmers

Successes

- Built the ethanol industry in Michigan, from funding the initial feasibility studies to growing current markets
- Achieved a return on investment of $24.50 in export revenue for every dollar invested in trade market development
- Expanded the impact of the U.S. Grains Council by funding a full-time staff member for the Middle East and Africa
- Saved farmers $13.89 to $27.79 per acre by helping convince the International Trade Commission to block tariffs on nitrogen fertilizers imported from Russia and Trinidad and Tobago